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Table position:  60° up from vertical
30° down from flat
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Tool

Heel of tool
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Travel

Tool side view

BELT
SHARPENING

Honing Wheels

Never, ever address
wheel with tool point
up!!!!

Tool

Contact wheel with Heel of tool first

Direction of Rotation Tool can be held
in any position as
long as the point 
is down and the 
face is in contact 
with the wheel.

WHEEL HONING

Wet Wheel

Direction of Rotation

Slow speed wet grinder

Tool

Adjust tool rest
angle to match 
tool face

Use light pressure
and guide tool with
fingers across the
width of the wheel
(do not sit in one spot)

Rough Grinding: Edge Shaping 

Finish Grinding: Edge Refinement 

Retentive Edge Honing: Scalpel Edge 



“V” Scraper“V” Parting Tool

Side View 

25° 

Cutoff Tools and Chisels:

Start tool high with heel on
material.  Slowly raise handle
while drawing away from work.

Tool is in correct position when
cuttings start to come over the top

Work

Tool
Rest

45° Thin Kerf
Cutoff blade Work

Tool
Rest

Plunge tool directly
into work on or
below center

45° 

Gouges and other Chisels:

Start tool high with heel on
material.  Slowly raise handle
while drawing away from work.

Tool is in correct position when
cuttings start to come over the top

“Open” side of chisel rotates towards cut

Work

Tool
Rest

Skew Chisel: “skew” means cutting edge is at an angle
                                            Generally cutting is done in shaded area.

30° Side View

30°

Top View Start tool high with heel on
material.  Slowly raise handle
while drawing away from work.

Tool is in correct position when
cuttings start to come over the top

Work

Tool
Rest

Scraper:  Enters work at a right angle.  Cutting is done by “burr” at tip.

60°

Round Scraper

“V” Scraper

Flat Scraper

Side View

Work

Tool
Rest

Always keep tool rest as close to work as possible

Touch tool to work then gradually
lift handle to engage cutting burr

Suggested Sharpening Angles Suggested Tool Addressing Position 



WARNING!
of nearly all 
accidents arising 
from contact
with machine tools 
it may be said it is 
more the want of 
care than the want 
of knowledge...

If You are an untrained at turning 
please do not think that this simple 
little summary will protect you from 

the dangers of turning
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Cheap Bastards Angle Protractor

60° Angle : Scrapers

45° Angle : Gouges & Thin Blade Cutoff Tools

30° Angle : Skew Chisels

25° Angle : “V” Parting Chisels

15° Angle : 1/2 of Skew Chisels

90° Angle : Ain’t nothin’ shaped to this

Baseline : as in Flat


